Sub: Price of rails, sleepers and fittings etc. for preparation of estimates for Track Renewal works 2019-20.

The following approximate prices F.O.R. works for various items of permanent way materials are advised for the preparation of estimates:

(a) **Rails (Primary)**
   - 13M/26M/260M(60kg/52kg)  
   - **Price in Rupees**  
   - Rs. 52947/- PMT (ex works excluding Taxes and Freight).

(b) **Rails (Second Hand)**
   - 65% of the cost of new material.

(c) **Sleepers**
   (i) Cost of PSC Mono-Block Main Line Sleeper (RT-2496) as on September, 2018 exclusive of cost of fittings viz. ERC-V, GFN Liner, GR Sole Plates etc.  
   - Rs.1975/- per sleeper (ex-works basic Rate) exclusive of Taxes, transportation and freight on input material.

   (ii) Cost of PSC Mono-Block Main Line Sleeper (RT-8527) as on September, 2018 exclusive of cost of fittings viz. ERC-V, GFN Liner, GR Sole Plates etc.  
   - Rs.2077/- per sleeper (ex-works basic Rate) exclusive of Taxes, transportation and freight on input material.

(d) **Thick Web Switches**
   - Rs.5,26,500/- per set (exclusive of all taxes) (including cost of Asymmetric rails but excluding cost of Stock rails and Check rails)
   - Rs.6,38,500/- per set (including cost of Asymmetric rails and Stock rails and Check rails)

   **Weldable CMS Crossings**
   - 1 in 12 WCMSC - Rs.2,39,321/- (excluding GST)
   - 1 in 8.5 WCMSC - Rs.2,00,321/- (excluding GST)

The above rates are only approximate and should be adopted for preparation of estimates only and not for any other purpose. In other cases, actual prices should be taken into consideration.

Please acknowledge receipt of this letter.

(Pradeep Nagar)  
Director Civil Engg. (P)  
Railway Board